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Different types of liberal theory can be distinguished according to their commitments in respect of the following two claims:
The Autonomy Claim: The state ought to promote the value of autonomy.
Anti-perfectionism: The state ought not in its action to promote any value.
Autonomy, as I understand it, consists in an agent deciding for herself what is a valuable life, and living her life in accordance with that decision. Anti-perfectionism, in this context, is a claim of political neutrality: it is the thesis that the state ought not in its actions intentionally to promote any value or putative value.
Some liberals – call them perfectionistic liberals – are committed to the Autonomy Claim, and to the denial of Anti-perfectionism. Others – call them political liberals – have the converse commitments: they endorse Anti-perfectionism, and deny that the state ought to promote autonomy. Yet other liberals avoid both commitments, rejecting the state’s promotion of autonomy but endorsing the promotion of some other value. 
In this paper, I aim to motivate a form of liberalism that endorses both of the claims given above: that is, one that is fully committed to the state promotion of autonomy, and which also counts anti-perfectionism amongst its other commitments. I do so by offering two arguments. The first addresses the worry that this position is self-contradictory. Anti-perfectionism appears to demand that the state refrain from promoting any value, and that must (so the thought goes) surely preclude the promotion of autonomy. So, the first three sections are concerned with establishing that this self-contradiction is a mirage by showing that it relies on an equivocation in the statement given above of Anti-perfectionism (and indeed of neutrality more generally). As it stands, the statement fails to distinguish between two types of values, and hence between two different types of anti-perfectionism that one might endorse. When this is clarified, we can see that there is an understanding of Anti-perfectionism on which it is consistent with the Autonomy Claim. Hence, the following is true:
The Consistency Claim: Anti-perfectionism and the Autonomy Claim do not contradict each other.
Having shown that this combination of positions is tenable, the second half of the paper argues against its two main competitors, namely perfectionistic and political liberalism as they were defined above. Neither of these positions is consistent, because the following claim holds:
The Equivalence Claim: Anti-perfectionism is true if and only if the Autonomy Claim is true.
The Equivalence Claim is a biconditional, and each of the positions considered above affirms one half of the biconditional and denies the other. Hence, many liberal theories are faced with a difficult choice. They could accept the view of liberalism that is the basis of this paper. Or, they might refuse to do so: accepting respectively the Autonomy Claim or Anti-perfectionism might be too bitter a pill for the political and perfectionistic liberals to swallow. If that is so, however, the argument here demonstrates that they must also reject those commitments – Anti-perfectionism and the Autonomy Claim respectively – which they take to be central to their own views. 
The main focus of the second argument is therefore negative. In the course of making the argument, though, I discuss various reasons for endorsing Anti-perfectionism and the Autonomy Claim; and these will offer some positive reasons to endorse the theory of liberalism being explored, by revealing how it might be the best (consistent) way of doing justice to the motivations behind its discredited competitors.

1 The idea of a variable 
It is consistent to affirm both Anti–perfectionism and the Autonomy Claim because Anti–perfectionism is ambiguous between two readings, only one of which is incompatible with the state’s promotion of autonomy. This section and the next one demonstrate this by distinguishing between two types of value, called ‘first–’ and ‘second–order’ values. So long as we understand Anti–perfectionism as concerning the state promotion of first–order values, and we take autonomy to be a second–order value, then the two claims are compatible. 
To draw the distinction between first– and second–order values, I first need to introduce the concept of a variable in the specification of a value. This is easiest done in the context of the more familiar distinction between content–specific and content–neutral values, and so I start with a discussion of that, suggesting a new way in which the distinction can be characterised. Doing so will have an ancillary expository benefit too: it will show that, while the crucial first-order/second-order distinction is related to the content–specific/content–neutral distinction, the two are not the same. 
Suppose that I ask two people what is valuable in life, and that they answer as follows:
·	Anne says: ‘All that is valuable in life is to be able to play Bach’s Cello Suites flawlessly.’ 
·	Barbara says: ‘What is valuable in life is satisfaction of desire.’ 
Suppose also that Anne’s statement is to be taken at face value — that is, she believes playing Bach’s Cello Suites flawlessly to be intrinsically and non-derivatively valuable (as opposed to thinking just that it is a good means to promoting some other value like happiness, for example). Anne and Barbara’s claims illustrate a distinction between two types of non–derivative value: Anne posits a content-specific value, and Barbara a content-neutral value. 
A content–specific value is one that fully specifies some states of affairs as what are valuable. Anne posits a value which is instantiated just when people are playing Bach’s Cello Suites. Nothing further need be said to identify states of affairs which I should promote in order to ensure that, by Anne’s lights, my life goes well: I just need practical information about how to promote those states of affairs.
A content–neutral value, on the other hand, does not fully specify any particular states of affairs. Barbara, recall, says that desire–satisfaction is valuable. To pursue that value, or to evaluate someone else’s life with respect to it, I need to know about my desires and what will satisfy them. Without this information, the specification of a content–neutral value is incomplete. This incompleteness is the characteristic feature of content–neutral, as opposed to content–specific values. Precisely because the value is sensitive to individual attitudes, we cannot specify it any more determinately (in terms of states of affairs) than by saying that desire–satisfaction is valuable. 
Moreover, this incompleteness is ineliminable: it cannot be translated away by substitution. To show this, consider what happens if one tries to eliminate the incompleteness in the specification of a content–neutral value by replacing the problematic term with something that fully specifies what is valuable. Suppose that I desire tea. Could we substitute ‘tea’ for ‘desire–satisfaction’ in Barbara’s statement, and thereby give a complete specification of Barbara’s value by saying ‘tea is valuable’? 
The answer is: plainly not, for two reasons. First, the translated sentence does not mean the same as Barbara’s original claim. She said that it is true of everyone that desire–satisfaction is valuable, but she is not committed to the same claim about tea. At best we have added an implicit clause relativising the claim so that it just applies to our subject (‘What is valuable for me is . . . ’), but in so doing we have replaced a universal claim with a non–universal one, and a translation that changes the truth value of a claim is hardly an acceptable one. It should be clear that any similar substitution would result in a similar mistranslation. Secondly, the substitution involves mislocating the value. According to Barbara, desire–satisfaction really is valuable, and tea only derivatively valuable insofar as it satisfies our subject’s desire. Putting it the other way round places priority on the wrong thing, for Barbara’s reference to what is desired is de dicto, rather than de re. What is valuable is the satisfaction of desires, whatever they happen to be: it just happens, for me, now, that tea will serve. 
So, to recap, content–neutral values differ from content–specific ones in that their specifications are ineliminably incomplete. To aid clarity, let us say that such a specification contains a variable. In different contexts, different things can instantiate the variable. For a desire-satisfaction theorist it will be that which satisfies a particular agent’s desires. For a hedonist, it will be that which brings a particular individual pleasure. However, the variable cannot be eliminated (that is, be permanently replaced with something specific) without a change of meaning or truth value. Content–specific values are those values which contain no variables; content–neutral values are those which do. 

2 First– and second–order values 

The notion of a variable allows us to draw the distinction needed to prove the Consistency Claim, namely the distinction between first– and second–order values. These differ in respect of the types of variables they can contain.
Compare Barbara’s advice — that desire–satisfaction is valuable — with advice from Carol, who says that it is valuable to follow your parents’ values. Both values are content–neutral: just as Barbara’s advice makes de dicto reference to those things that satisfy desires, Carol’s advice makes de dicto reference to one’s parents’ judgments of value. However, they make different types of value claim. Barbara’s advice is incomplete because we need to know what our desires are and what satisfies them: that is, states of affairs such as ‘X’s drinking tea’ or ‘X’s playing the Cello Suites’. Carol’s statement, by contrast, tracks other specifications of value, namely those which one’s parents would give: ‘Desire–satisfaction is valuable’, perhaps, or ‘Pleasure is valuable’. That second claim about values will determine which states of affairs someone should pursue, if they are trying to seek that value themselves, or look for, if they are trying to assess how well other people’s lives exemplify it. So, here is a second distinction. Some values are specified in such a way as to refer de dicto to other specifications of values. Others do not: either they attach value to states of affairs de re (and are content-specific), or they refer to states of affairs de dicto (and are content-neutral). 
These values differ because their variables have different ranges. The variable in Barbara’s specification tracks states of affairs that satisfy desires; while that in Carol’s ranges over other specifications of values. Call these two types of variables first– and second–order respectively. Then, define second– and first–order values as follows. Second–order values are those which can contain a second–order variable (that is, can refer de dicto to other specifications of value). First–order values are those which cannot: either because they attach value to states of affairs de re (and so contain no variables at all), or because they refer to states of affairs de dicto (and contain only first–order variables).
This distinction tells us something about the nature of autonomy. Corresponding to the distinction between first– and second–order values one can find in the literature two different notions of autonomy. Sometimes, writers take autonomy to be an ideal of a particular way of life: most frequently one of relentless Socratic questioning, of perpetual reassessing of motives and desires and of careful, rational action. At other times, autonomy is taken to be characterised precisely by not specifying any particular way of life that must be led in order for an individual to be autonomous. So, for example, Stephen Wall says that autonomy involves ‘making something out of their lives according to their own understanding of what is valuable and worth doing.’ A similar idea seems to lie behind Thomas Hurka’s formation (to be autonomous ‘is to direct oneself where different directions are possible’) and Joseph Raz’s ideal of self-creation, both of which take it to be crucial to autonomy that an individual not only lives in a particular way but also that they themselves endorse the standards they use to assess the various options that are open to them.
These two ways of talking about autonomy differ in referring to two different types of values. There may be a single concept at work, but it is liable to two different interpretations. The first refers to a first–order (and, indeed, content-specific) value: there is a particular set of things that one must do in order to be autonomous. One must go through a particular set of mental processes, perhaps, such as those demanded by the person who advocates a life of Socratic self–questioning. 
The second interpretation, by contrast, refers to a second–order value. Such is the conception of autonomy on which this paper is based, according to which autonomy consists in an agent deciding for herself what is a valuable life and living her life in accordance with that decision. In this specification some conditions upon autonomy are given, but there is an ineliminable variable which stands for an individual living the sort of life that he deems valuable: one cannot specify in any more definite way how people must live in order for their lives to be autonomous. Moreover, the variable is a second–order one. The specification refers to other judgments of what is valuable; namely, to those which an individual decides on for herself. Moreover, the reference is de dicto: taking the reference as de re (and thereby allowing that reference to be replaced by a statement of what the individual does, in fact, consider valuable) would change the meaning of the claim and locate what is valuable in the wrong place. Therefore, autonomy on this understanding is second–order, since its specification must be able to contain a second–order variable. 

3 Establishing Consistency
The distinction between first– and second–order values and the observation that autonomy is second–order give me the wherewithal to prove the Consistency Claim. Anti–perfectionism, as it stands, is ambiguous. When one affirms Anti–perfectionism, one might be making a claim about first–order values, or second–order values, or both, or neither. Let us then remove the equivocation by saying that we shall understand it as First–order anti–perfectionism: that is, as the claim that the state ought not intentionally to promote first–order values. That seems a fair reading, especially since people who endorse anti–perfectionism usually seem to have the state promotion of first–order values as their target. For example, in Political Liberalism Rawls gives three examples of comprehensive doctrines on values which the state ought not, in his view, to promote: orthodox medieval Catholicism, utilitarianism and the ‘liberalisms of Kant or Mill’, based on ideals of individuality or reason. That which Rawls identifies as impermissible in each case is commitment to values which are first–order, as the term was defined above. Since autonomy should be understood as a second–order value, this gives us our first conclusion. On a reasonable understanding of each, Anti–perfectionism and the Autonomy Claim do not contradict each other; hence, the Consistency Claim is true.
	
4 The Equivalence Claim
Establishing the Consistency Claim shows that it is consistent to be an autonomy-minded liberal committed (amongst other things) to anti-perfectionism. It does not, however, provide much motivation for that position, nor show why it might be thought preferable to its rivals. Indeed, it might be thought that the position is still contradictory: if the reasons to endorse first-order anti-perfectionism are also reasons to endorse second-order anti-perfectionism, we might worry that the consistency of the former with the Autonomy Claim doesn’t suffice to leave any room for an autonomy-minded anti-perfectionistic theory.
	To address these worries, I turn now to the Equivalence Claim: first-order anti-perfectionism implies that the state ought to promote autonomy, and vice versa. The argument for this claim runs as follows:
1. If the state ought to promote autonomy, then first-order anti-perfectionism is true.
2. Any justification for first-order anti-perfectionism implies that the state ought to promote autonomy.
3. (From 2) If first-order anti-perfectionism is true, then the state ought to promote autonomy.
5. (From 1 and 3) The state ought to promote autonomy if and only if first-order anti-perfectionism is true.
The argument is valid. Its soundness therefore depends upon the truth of the premisses, both of which are somewhat controversial. So, it is with justifying those premisses that the next two sections are concerned.



5 From Autonomy to Anti-perfectionism
Premiss 2 says that holding that the state should promote autonomy implies anti-perfectionism. That this is so can be shown as follows. Promoting autonomy means insisting that individuals are the judges of what is valuable in their own lives. So, recall Anne, who believes that it is non-derivatively valuable to play Bach’s Cello Suites. On the basis of this, we might think her life goes better to the extent that it exemplifies that value. However, we ought also to think that a state ought not generally to promote cello playing in general, for two reasons. Cello playing is valuable only for those, like Anne, who consider it valuable; and valuable for Anne only because she considers it so: she must endorse cello playing for it to be valuable for her. The same is true of any putative first-order value claim. Informally, respecting autonomy means that one thinks that the state has no business deciding such matters of value. Rather, it should leave these questions of first-order value up to individuals; hence, first-order anti-perfectionism follows.
	At this point, it might be objected that it would be consistent with promoting autonomy for the state to promote first-order values as long as they have been decided upon by individuals. For example, we might think that as long as Anne has decided for herself that playing the Cello Suites is valuable, the state can promote cello playing without violating the demands of autonomy, for it will not thereby be determining what is valuable. If this is possible, then the commitment to autonomy does not support anti-perfectionism.
	The objection fails for two reasons. First, any autonomy-minded state wanting to promote first-order values would have to obey certain restrictions. To promote a first-order value that is not endorsed by all citizens would be to make some citizens live their lives according to a value which they didn't recognise, and this would be contrary to the demands of autonomy. Moreover, an individual’s idea of what is valuable can change over time; forcing someone at a given time to live according to a value which they do not currently endorse is likewise contrary to the demands of autonomy, even if they have at another time endorsed that value. So, an autonomy-minded state that wanted to promote first-order values would be committed to a very costly enterprise: to guarantee that it did not violate its commitment to autonomy it would have to know at all times what every single one of its citizens valued, so as to avoid violating its commitment to autonomy. This gives us a disjunctive conclusion: the autonomy-minded state would have either to be fully anti-perfectionistic or to promote first-order values as long as it does not decide those values and puts in place these expensive guarantees. The prohibitive cost of the latter disjunct would, however, be sufficient to give someone committed to autonomy good practical reason to endorse full anti-perfectionism.
Secondly, recall that autonomy is a second-order value, and that in the specification of such a value any reference to a first-order specification of value is de dicto. As we saw, there is no way of substituting a first-order specification for the second-order incompleteness without an illegitimate shift in meaning. At best we turn an unrestricted generalization into a value-claim that is indexed to a particular individual at a particular time, at worst we will translate a true sentence into one that is false, and either way we would be incorrectly identifying what is really of value. An autonomy-minded state, if it acted so as to promote some first-order value, and justified that by pointing to the second-order value of autonomy, would be making an error of this sort. Either they would simply be violating the demands of autonomy, or they would be mistranslating the claim that autonomy is valuable by eliminating the second-order variable. Since neither is acceptable if one is committed to the promotion of autonomy, anti-perfectionism follows, and Premiss 2 is established.

6 Justifying anti-perfectionism
To establish Premiss 3 – that anti-perfectionism implies that the state should promote autonomy – I must show that there is no other justification for anti-perfectionism than the appeal to autonomy. That is, we must show that there is no claim that is true, implies anti-perfectionism, and doesn’t imply that the state ought to promote autonomy. In what follows, we will see that the main alternative potential justifications for anti-perfectionism all fail to be counterexamples. Each of them is either implausible, or fails to justify anti-perfectionism; or justifies anti-perfectionism only if it is supplemented with the claim that the state ought to promote autonomy.
Such a strategy is inconclusive: a case-by-case refutation of possible counterexamples cannot of itself show that there could not be a possible motivation for anti-perfectionism that has not been considered. So, what follows is not a proof of Premiss 3. However, it will support the premiss by giving inductive reasons to suppose that any purported motivation save the Autonomy Claim will suffer one of the three fates mentioned above. This shifts the burden of proof to those who would seek to deny the premiss, and also gives a method which might be used to attack other putative counterexamples which there is not space to examine here.

Relativism
One possible motivation for anti-perfectionism could be that one endorses relativism, which for present purposes we can take to be the claim that normative claims (such as claims about values) are relative to individuals. That is, we cannot make sense of the claim that something is valuable simpliciter: instead we must always talk about things being valuable for (or to) an individual. So, when one says ‘Piano playing is valuable’, that claim should be understood as containing an implicit relativising clause such as ‘Piano playing is valuable to x’, where x is an individual. Relativism in this form is sometimes taken to undercut the claims of states to promote values by casting doubt on the idea that there are any non-relative values for them to promote.
Understood crudely, the claim that relativism supports anti-perfectionism is self-contradictory. This is because anti-perfectionism is a substantial normative position: it is just the claim that the state ought not to promote any first-order values. The normative claim being made is one that is not relative to individuals: it is taken to be a general injunction. Hence, the sincere relativist will either fail to understand what it means, or is forced to reject it for the same reason that he rejects any unrelativised claim about what it is right for individuals or states to do.
We might instead understand the relativist to mean that what is valuable is relative to facts about individuals' needs and situations. So, for example, one could say ‘Artificial insulin is valuable’, but actually mean something more complex: ‘Artificial insulin is valuable for people with diabetes, so long as it is taken only twice a day when their blood sugar is above a certain level.’ That is, our value claim is restricted by an implicit relativising clause. If this is what relativism amounts to, however, then the position doesn’t support anti-perfectionism, for on this view a properly relativised moral claim still applies universally. It is true of all people that if they are in the relevant circumstances, artificial insulin is valuable. So long as the implicit relativising clause in a rule is revealed, a relativist of this stripe has no principled reason to rule out the application of the revised rule. Hence, relativism of this sort does not fully motivate anti-perfectionism.
A third way of understanding relativism is to see it as the claim that values are relative to individuals in the sense that they depend upon individuals' attitudes about what is valuable. If that is how the relativist understands their position, it amounts to saying that that the state oughtn't to promote first-order values because individuals should be allowed to decide for themselves what is of value. This, though, is so close as to be indistinguishable from the claim that autonomy is valuable, since the latter just is the claim that agents should be able to decide for themselves what is (first-order) valuable and live their lives according to those decisions. In that case, though, relativism does not serve as a distinct motivation for anti-perfectionism: it only does so if one holds also that autonomy is valuable. Hence, relativism is no counterexample to Premiss 3 - relying upon relativism to motivate anti-perfectionism would still imply that autonomy is valuable.

Pluralism
A position that is frequently held in conjunction with anti-perfectionism is pluralism about values: that is, some version of the claim that there are various valuable ends that one may pursue, where their value cannot be accounted for by reference to a single value. Pluralism comes in a weak form, which states simply that there is a diversity of possible values worth pursuing; and a strong form, which holds that there is a diversity of possible values which cannot all be exemplified at once. Contrary to appearances, neither can act as a counterexample to Premiss 3: only if it is held in conjunction with the claim that autonomy is valuable does any form of pluralism support anti-perfectionism.
Weak Pluralism states that there are at least two distinct first-order values, neither of which can be reduced to (or shown to depend on) the other. Imagine we have a state which is considering promoting one of those first-order values (call it ‘A’). If Weak Pluralism were to support anti-perfectionism, we would have to think that promoting A is wrong because there is an alternative (call it ‘B’). That is implausible, though: showing that there is an alternative doesn’t imply that it is impermissible for the state to promote A, just that there are different ways in which it might promote things that are of first-order value. When reasoning about choices generally we don't think that the presence of alternatives to a given option can by itself make that option unacceptable: if we are to accept that reasoning with respect to values, we need something extra to explain what makes the difference. So, by itself Weak Pluralism fails to motivate anti-perfectionism.
If Strong Pluralism is true, then there is an additional feature of the situation which one might consider salient, namely that the promotion of A necessarily involves decreasing the extent that B is instantiated: the state has a choice between promoting A at the expense of B or vice versa. By promoting things which are valuable with respect to A, a state would fail to promote things which are valuable with respect to B, or even promote disvalue with respect to B. Might we say that avoiding such disvalue would give reason not to promote A? If so, a simple generalization would imply that such reasons would exist for any value, and Strong Pluralism would imply anti-perfectionism.
Such a reason, though, could not be compatible with anti-perfectionism, as the following argument shows. One way of understanding anti-perfectionism is as saying that the state should not act on reasons which appeal to particular first-order values. These sorts of reasons can come in both positive and negative forms. So, taking Bach’s Cello Suites to be valuable might generate positive reasons for things that promote the value (sending children to music school, for example), and negative reasons to avoid thing that promote the corresponding disvalue (preventing the loss of the last cello factory, perhaps). Both positive and negative reasons necessarily appeal to the relevant first-order value. So, on pain of inconsistency, the anti-perfectionist cannot appeal to either in justifying their anti-perfectionism. This, however, is exactly what they would be doing if they followed the argument from Strong Pluralism given above. Hence, Strong Pluralism is in no better position than Weak Pluralism: it too fails to offer a reason – compatible with anti-perfectionism – for thinking that the promotion of a given value is impermissible because there are other values that might also be promoted.
Offering such a reason is strictly unnecessary for our purposes here. However, considering what it could be is instructive. Neither pluralist could appeal to first-order values, and the prospects for an explanation based on an appeal to no values seems dim: moving in that direction tends rather towards indifference than either perfectionism or anti-perfectionism. So, the most fruitful course would be to appeal to a second-order value, such as the value of autonomy. If we think that individuals, rather than the state, ought to decide between different first-order values, then the argument becomes complete: given a plurality of first-order values, the state has no business promoting any one of them, because it is (second-order) valuable that individuals should decide which are worth promoting for themselves. If is this how the anti-perfectionist would use either Weak or Strong Pluralism as a motivation, they would do so only by presupposing that the state should pay heed to autonomy. Hence, pluralism provides no counterexample to Premiss 3.

Scepticism
A third potential counterexample to Premiss 3 relies on an epistemic argument. We can never know with sufficient certainty (so the argument goes) what is valuable for the state to be justified in using its powers to promote putative values. Hence, we should be anti-perfectionists about state action on the basis of scepticism.
As it stands, the argument is incomplete: it gives no reason why these epistemic problems should make state promotion of a putative value unacceptable. In what follows, three possible hidden premisses will be considered, each of which might seem to plug the gap. In examining them, a familiar pattern will re-emerge. On one interpretation the argument collapses, on the second it fails to support anti-perfectionism, and on the third it does support anti-perfectionism, but relies on an implicit appeal to autonomy.
One possible hidden premiss is as follows: scepticism demands caution because a state promoting a putative value could thereby unwittingly be promoting disvalue with respect to (or at least failing to promote) some other value which these epistemic difficulties keep hidden. If this is the hidden premiss, then the argument from scepticism collapses. The other values about which we are supposed to worry are not being explicitly identified, but they are still – on this view – providing reasons for state action. And, as noted above in the discussion of pluralism, appealing to negative reasons grounded in a value is incompatible with anti-perfectionism, just as appealing to positive reasons would be. So, the argument from scepticism on this understanding is unsound: the hidden premiss contradicts the conclusion.
A second possibility is that a state promoting a putative value is mistaken not because (as in the previous argument) there may be something else that it ought to be promoting or protecting, but rather because we should be sceptical about there being any values to be promoted at all. If this is the hidden premiss, then it is at least consistent with anti-perfectionism. However, the argument so understood fails to establish its conclusion. On this view, there is nothing morally at stake when the state (mistakenly) promotes a putative value. Why then should we consider such action forbidden, even if it is a mistake? As noted above in respect of pluralism, taking this route leads us to indifference between perfectionism and anti-perfectionism rather than justifying the latter. So, once again, the argument from scepticism fails to justify anti-perfectionism.
A third possibility is this: the danger posed by the epistemic problems mentioned is that the perfectionistic state might promote a value which is not endorsed by the people who are affected by that state action, and that is the source of the injunction against such action. This, though, is precisely the same line of thought pursued in Section 4 above, where it was argued that the difficulty of knowing what individuals value at each moment is one of the things that commits the autonomy-minded liberal to anti-perfectionism. That argument is sound, and does justify anti-perfectionism, but only if the Autonomy Claim is presupposed. 
There may be other ways that one might think that the epistemic problem should constrain state promotion of values, and hence justify anti-perfectionism in a way that doesn’t imply that the state should be concerned with autonomy. However, the failure of the three attempts discussed here – and the manner of that failure, echoing the points made above in respect of relativism and pluralism – should give us inductive grounds to doubt that the argument from scepticism can be made successful. Hence, we should reject it as a possible counterexample to Premiss 3.

Neutrality
A fourth and final possible counterexample to Premiss 3 is based upon an appeal to neutrality understood more generally: that is, to the claim that state action must presuppose no particular comprehensive conception of value. The argument goes roughly like this: if it is to be legitimate, a state must be neutral, and if it is to be neutral, it must be anti-perfectionistic (which is, as I said at the start, a particular form of neutrality). My argument will concentrate on the later work of Rawls, since the argument is most influentially formulated there; but in course of this general points about any appeal to neutrality will emerge.
	In the book of the same name Rawls argued for the thesis of Political Liberalism: for a state to be legitimately stable, it must be neutral, in the sense that it is based on principles of justice which presuppose no particular conception of the valuable life. So, while Political Liberalism implies more than just anti-perfectionism, it does at least imply that perfectionistic state action is ruled out by the need to be neutral.
Might Rawls’ argument provide an alternative justification for anti-perfectionism? In what follows, we will see that it does not, for even assuming its soundness, the argument relies on a tacit commitment to autonomy. So, whether Rawls’ argument succeeds or fails, it doesn’t threaten Premiss 3.
Rawls’ theory concerns how a stable society can be achieved, and how it can be achieved legitimately. It is the latter constraints that concern us here. Rawls’ concern was that, in the face of reasonable disagreement about ‘religious, philosophical, and moral doctrines’, state action based on any particular comprehensive doctrines would involve (reasonable) citizens being governed by principles that they could not affirm. That, however, would vitiate legitimacy. This implies – though Rawls didn’t put it in these terms – that the political liberal state must be anti-perfectionistic, since perfectionistic state action aiming to promote a particular value would have to be premised upon a comprehensive doctrine in which those values were affirmed. 
As it stands, though, the argument is incomplete: it does not justify the moral injunction against state action premised on a comprehensive doctrine within which some people disagree. Though he didn’t explicitly say so, Rawls seemed to take this constraint to arise because the state must treat us as persons free and equal in respect of possessing two fundamental moral powers: a sense of justice (that is, a willingness ‘to act in relation to others on terms that they also can publicly endorse’) and ‘the capacity to form, to revise, and rationally to pursue a conception of one's rational advantage or good.’ These moral powers are part of citizens’ essential nature, according to Rawls, and their exercise is an important good. So, it seems that it is respect for these moral powers which grounds the demand that putative state actions be justifiable to the individuals who possess and exercise them. 
Notice, though, that the Rawls’ second moral power is the same as the capacity for autonomy, which consists in an agent deciding for herself what is of value (or, equivalently, what is good) and living her life in pursuit of that value. If the exercise of the moral powers is an important good, then autonomy must be an important. And this is what bridges the gap in Rawls' argument. To be legitimate a state must be anti-perfectionistic because its actions must be justifiable to citizens as free and equal possessors of the two moral powers: which is to say, inter alia, as people whose autonomy is valuable and demands recognition. Without this appeal to the value of autonomy lying at the root of Rawls’ argument there would be no justification in Political Liberalism for his claim that legitimacy demands that we not ride roughshod over people’s reasonable disagreement with putative state action.
This discussion has concentrated on Rawls, but the points made also apply more generally to those who consider that a state must be neutral to be legitimate, and anti-perfectionistic to be neutral. Faced with such arguments we must always ask why the demand for neutrality is justified, and why lack of neutrality is taken to undermine legitimacy. The preceding discussion of Rawls strongly suggests that at that point some explicit or implicit appeal to the value of autonomy is necessary. Therefore, a concern for neutrality cannot provide a counterexample to Premiss 3. Justifying anti-perfectionism by claiming that the state must be neutral between comprehensive conceptions of the good already presupposes that the state ought to act in such a way as to secure its citizens' autonomy.

7. Establishing Equivalence
The preceding discussion has provided support for Premiss 3 in my argument for the Equivalence Claim: that is, the claim that any true justification for anti-perfectionism implies that the state should promote autonomy. Four putative counterexamples – namely appeals to relativism, pluralism, scepticism and neutrality – have been considered and rejected. In each case, the claim being appealed to is false, or doesn't provide support for anti-perfectionism unless it is held in conjunction with the claim that the state should promote autonomy.
This is not a conclusive argument: defusing those four possibilities doesn’t prove that there is no real alternative justification for anti-perfectionism. However, it does give inductive support to Premiss 3 by dint of eliminating some prima facie plausible counterexamples. It also reveals a pattern in their failure: in each case, the only way each position could support anti-perfectionism was if the state’s business in promoting autonomy is presupposed. Not only do these potential counterexamples to Premiss 3 fail, but they are only plausible when they rely on the Autonomy Claim. This gives us reason to anticipate the same thing happening to other possible counterexamples that have not been considered here.
So, the burden of proof on those who seek to reject Premiss 3. Having shown in Section 5 that the Autonomy Claim can serve as a motivation for anti-perfectionism, and in Section 6 that the other extant contenders cannot serve, the onus is now upon those who disagree to provide a new alternative. In the absence of that, it is reasonable to accept Premiss 3, and hence to endorse the Equivalence Claim.

Conclusion
The Equivalence Claim – that Anti-perfectionism is true if and only if the state ought to promote autonomy – gives us conclusions rather stronger than the Consistency Claim proved in the first half of this paper. First, it confirms that we can indeed occupy this part of the theoretical territory. The reasons for endorsing first-order anti-perfectionism, far from supporting second-order anti-perfectionism, actually support a form of second-order perfectionism (though only about autonomy). So, the concern raised in Section 4 that the Consistency Claim doesn’t suffice to leave room for this sort of liberal political theory has been addressed. Showing that Anti-perfectionism and the Autonomy Claim are equivalent also demonstrates that two other rather well-inhabited parts of that territory must be abandoned. In particular, it shows that one cannot, on pain of inconsistency, be an anti-perfectionist without endorsing the claim that the state ought to promote autonomy, and that one cannot think the latter without being thereby committed to anti-perfectionism.
This creates a pair of dilemmas for the two main alternative theories of liberalism to the autonomy-minded theory considered here. Perfectionist liberals such as Raz and Wall say the state ought to promote autonomy, but deny anti-perfectionism. Political liberals, following in the footsteps of Rawls, deny that the state ought to promote autonomy and endorse anti-perfectionism. It should be clear that the Equivalence Claim makes both positions untenable. Their proponents therefore have a dilemma. Either they must accept something like the view of liberalism suggested here, or they must abandon the commitments – that is, the promotion of autonomy and anti-perfectionism respectively – which they take to be characteristic of their own views.
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